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Abstract. In this paper, we introduce the framework of MEANinGS
for the semi-autonomous accumulation of world knowledge for robots.
Where manual aggregation is inefficient and prone to incompleteness
and autonomous approaches suffer from underspecified information, we
deploy the human computation game Kitchen Clash and give evidence
of its efficiency, completeness and motivation potential.
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1 Introduction

Robotic proficiency excels in well-defined tasks and environments [12, 1, 4], but
fails in compensating for missing or too generic information. Human-level world
knowledge has been shown to close the reasoning gap [4], yet teaching robots this
kind of knowledge remains one of the most challenging tasks for robotic AI re-
search, since autonomous approaches end up with underspecified information and
manual accumulation results in incalculable effort. In this paper, we introduce
Kitchen Clash, a VR human computation serious game for the extraction of hu-
man world knowledge in the context of everyday activities. Within the framework
of MEANinGS (Malleating Everyday Activity Narratives in Games
and Simulations), we integrate a combination of information-transforming
modules that include finding a proper set of instructions for a given complex
task, processing these syntactically as well as semantically to detect underspeci-
fied information, autonomously generating testbed scenarios including a variety
of decision making affordances and finally solving world knowledge problems by
human computation through a serious game aided by physical simulation. In an
explorative pilot study, we assessed user experience, appraisal and the overall vi-
ability of the presented serious game to report on the findings and demonstrate
the feasibility of the approach. To constitute a baseline condition, we evaluated
these findings against a control group executing manual knowledge accumula-
tion, resulting in higher efficiency, increased motivation and considerably higher
information retrieval. This paper contributes to the community of serious game
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research, presenting a successful application advantageous to a real-world prob-
lem solving field, as well as to the community of robotic research, exemplifying
the practicability of a novel framework to overcome underspecified knowledge.

2 Related Work

One of the earliest research programs to study autonomous robots was the
Shakey project [12]. Shakey was a mobile robot that used planning to reason
about its actions and performed tasks that required planning of paths and ac-
tions as well as re-arranging of simple objects. This work was seminal for the
fields of classical planning and computer vision. Nevertheless, even in Shakey’s
simple environment, the limitations of the approach became clear, as the compu-
tational complexity of planning problems proved, in general, to be intractable.

Many researchers [4, 12, 11, 13, 18] have worked on providing robotic systems
with human-like common sense knowledge so that the robots could, hopefully,
avoid costly planning from scratch or trial and error. Dang et al.[3] proposed a
method to teach a robot to manipulate everyday objects through human demon-
stration. The authors asked participants to put on motion capture suits and per-
form tasks, such as opening a microwave or a slide door, and recorded 3D marker
trajectories. These trajectories were used as the input for a chain learning algo-
rithm. Parde et al.[13] developed a method to train robots to learn the world
around them by using interactive dialogue and virtual games. The game asked
a human player to put some objects in front of the robot and challenge it to
guess which object the user has in mind. Through many gameplay sessions, the
robot learns about objects and features which describe them and associates these
with newly captured training images. Beetz et al.[2, 1] proposed the software
toolbox for design, implementation, and the deployment of cognition-enabled
autonomous robots to perform everyday manipulation activities. To teach the
robot, they use a marker-less motion capture system to record human activity
data, which is then stored as experience data for improving manipulation pro-
gram parameters. Programs, object data, and experience logs are uploaded to
the openEASE web server, from which they can be retrieved as needed to extend
the task repertoires and objects that a robot can recognize.

The representations needed for action knowledge have also been a topic of
research, because the symbolic, highly abstract, “actions as black boxes” rep-
resentations of the Shakey era do not result in robust behaviors in a realistic
environment. In general, action knowledge tends to be subsymbolic, and often
takes the form of success/failure probability distributions over an action’s pa-
rameter space [17, 19]. Note that the experience the robot learns from doesn’t
have to be from the real world. Simulated episodes, produced either by a hu-
man player of a game or a robot simulating itself, can be used for this purpose.
Simulation will of course not provide a complete description of a realistic action,
but even very coarse simulation can already be useful for a robot that needs to
validate its plans and/or pick a better set of parameters [8].
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In our work, we propose MEANinGS to use a VR human computation seri-
ous game to simulate real-world tasks in realistic environments and situations.
Recorded trajectories can be translated to real-world robotic movements which
are spatially less constrained than motion capturing approaches and accumu-
lated world knowledge can help overcoming underspecified information, which
has the potential to reduce planning computation considerably. Similar to the
aforementioned approach, we contribute to the field of cumulative robotic knowl-
edge by adding resulting symbolical and subsymbolical insights to the openEASE
repertoire.

3 Implementation

3.1 Framework

Fig. 1. Flowchart of the introduced MEANinGS framework.

Figure 1 demonstrates the flow of information, as well as the impact of and
interaction between the particular modules. MEANinGS originated in the con-
text of everyday household activities and focuses on knowledge accumulation in
this area, while its functionality is not limited to the application field. Offer-
ing an interface to any natural language based instruction set (retrieval), the
contained information is processed in order to represent subtasks as tuples of
manipulative actions and objects acted on or with. When utilizing natural lan-
guage, the ontological scope of these objects is often heavily underspecified, since
humans are used to working with generalized information and specifying these
in terms of individual choice, influenced by world knowledge, availability and
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preference. Yet, this underspecification does not render all possible objects con-
tained in a general term as viable (or usual). Thus, in the specification layer,
human knowledge is added through Kitchen Clash, a serious game presenting
a decision making paradigm within this set of objects. Parallel to this, com-
plementing world knowledge is derived from physical properties of the objects
and their surroundings via simulation. In both approaches, object choices can
be quantified and thus ranked by efficiency and effectiveness. Within the simu-
lation, this assessment can be realized in a fully autonomous manner, while the
serious game offers further qualitative insights, since peer-rated quality measure-
ments are included in the rating process, as well as preference and convention-
ality measures. Eventually, world knowledge is aggregated with trajectorial and
contextual information and provided as narrative-enabled episodic memories
(NEEMs) according to the KnowRob [1] paradigm.

3.2 Knowledge Base

In order to have a generic, comprehensive framework that is capable of adapting
to human data input, our approach does not rely on a single knowledge base,
but is designed to handle any set of natural language instructions that are goal-
oriented and describe the most crucial subtasks sequentially or hierarchically.
In this way, we introduce an interface that manages to grasp verbal commands
equally effective as cooking recipes or tutorial websites (e.g. wikiHow). After
retrieving the document encompassing the entire task completion, subgoals are
derived from the contained sentences or steps and processed in the next module,
independently of each other.

3.3 Natural Language Processing

In order to flexibly handle natural language input consisting of abstract and
underspecified instructions, a deep semantic parser based on the Fluid Con-
struction Grammar formalism [16] is used. Both the lexicon and the analysis
itself make use of ontological knowledge described in Section 3.4, to guide the
extensive search process, disambiguate otherwise unclear instructions and evoke
unspecified parameters which need to be inferred by later processing steps of
MEANinGS. In this way, natural language commands are transformed into a
series of desired actions, accompanied by their parameters and respective pre-
and post-conditions.

3.4 Ontology

The semantics of the actions and entities involved in the game are defined by a
formal ontology. This ontology is designed to provide descriptions for everyday
activities in terms of human physiology and human mental concepts, as well
as enabling formal reasoning. The ontology supplying the labels for the objects
has been designed using the principles proposed by Masolo et al. and is created
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by using the DOLCE+DnS Ultralite ontology (DUL) as an overarching foun-
dational framework [6, 5]. Specific branches of the KnowRob knowledge model
pertaining to everyday activities [1], such as those involved in table setting and
cooking, have consequently been aligned to the DUL framework. Additional ax-
iomatization that is beyond the scope of description logics is integrated by means
of the Distributed Ontology Language [9]. For the task at hand, however, only
the taxonomic model is employed to classify events and objects.

3.5 Scene Generation

Within the scene generation module, we aim to provide a rich contextual world
for the following specification methods by preparing a scene that contains
sufficient interactable objects to ensure completeness (i.e. solvability of each
contained subgoal) and to facilitate variety of choices (in order to retrieve actual
world knowledge through humans’ decisive solutions or physical properties of the
simulation). Since the processing layer results in rather generic, underspecified
semantic descriptions of objects required to fulfill the task, this module tries to
generate as many alternatives for the respective objects as possible. This can be
realized either in a bottom-up (empty scene where only necessary objects and
alternatives are generated) or top-down (fully fledged household scene where
only objects missing for completion and/or their alternatives are generated)
approach. Once a scene meets the conditions of the task, it can be used for both
human computation as well as simulation.

Placement of objects in a scene is done in a generate and validate fashion.
The qualitative constraints on object placements are first used to select and/or
modify probability distributions for object positions. These probability distri-
butions can be learned from a set of training scenes– e.g., what it means for a
chair to be “near” a table can be represented as a distribution on relative loca-
tions of the chair to the table–, or sometimes inferred from an object’s shape;
for example, the top of an object corresponds to the fragments of its surface
with the highest z-coordinate. Probability distributions resulting from different
constraints on the same object are combined via point-wise multiplication. Once
constructed, a probability distribution accounting for all qualitative constraints
on an object is sampled several times to produce candidate poses, and the first
candidate that passes a list of tests– e.g. placing the object there would not
result in collisions– is used.

3.6 Human Computation

As the primary gap filler for underspecified information, we introduce Kitchen
Clash, a virtual reality-based, competitive household serious game. Players are
challenged with the same set of instructions that stem from the original knowl-
edge base within a virtual household produced by the scene generation module.
Each instruction is realized as reaching a subgoal represented by the contained
objects and the type of the manipulation (picking up/dropping objects, com-
bining objects with other objects, making use of specific object properties, etc).
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VR, compared to offline or non-natural interaction approaches, offers the great
potential of tracking complete trajectories of hand, head and body movement,
as well as the distinctly classified manipulation actions. Players are asked to
execute these tasks with optimal efficiency and quality, which is measured by
time spent on a task, the number of recognizable actions and the number of
undesired events (e.g. breaking dishes or glitching through physical barriers).
Additionally, these sessions are assessed qualitatively by peer-rating individual
executions from other players, in an either absolute or relative measurement.
Eventually, players are rewarded with a score representing their qualitative and
quantitative success.

3.7 Simulation

Within MEANinGS, the simulation branch is employed to estimate concrete pa-
rameter setting for the ultimate robotic execution of the activities involved. For
example, in the case of transporting liquids in various containers from a source
to a target location, the game engine physics can be used to simulate different
velocities and trajectories and measure the ensuing spill rate in order to find a
suitable setting. Ultimately, we see this as a modern extension of the KARMA
system [10], in which the complete understanding of an utterance entails a men-
tal simulation thereof. It is also related to “projection” [8], which is light-weight
simulation used by a cognitive robot to try combinations of program parame-
ters and/or change sequences of actions quickly, in a simulated world, before
attempting them in reality.

4 Exemplary case

To showcase the functional principle of the framework, we present one of the
example tasks used in the Evaluation, i.e. to prepare a portion of cucumber
salad.

Retrieval. When querying wikiHow as a possible source for natural language
instructions, cucumber salad will result in a multitude of cucumber salad vari-
ants, from which the most basic one will be chosen since no further specifications
are asked for. Within this module, the overall task will be divided into subtasks
(Slice the cucumber into thin pieces, Place the slices into a bowl and Pour dress-
ing over the cucumbers), which will be forwarded to the processing layer.

Processing. The natural language parser extracts one action per subtask, each
of which should be performed by the discourse addressee - in this case the hu-
man player. For the slicing action, the undergoer cucumber is identified while
the obligatory instrument slot is left unspecified. Moreover, the action should re-
sult in a goal state that is defined by the changed consistency of the undergoing
object. Also, the ontologically equivalent cutting action is extracted, to prepare
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for the case in which only one of these actions is known by the following process-
ing steps. The subsequent placing action describes the desired trajectory of the
undergoing slices to their destination, an undetermined container of type bowl.
For the final pouring action, the poured substance dressing and its destination,
the cucumbers, are identified. Furthermore, the various referring expressions of
the main ingredient all resolve to the initial cucumber object, in its different
configurations.

Specification. In order to prepare a suitable testbed, the scene generation
module spawns a cucumber (since it doesn’t find more specific alternatives to
the term) and different variants of cutting objects (scissors, a kitchen knife, a
butter knife, a butcher’s knife, etc).
Within Kitchen Clash, a new level is generated that constitutes the challenge and
constraints of the overall task. Players entering this level have to find suitable
solutions for the presented subtasks and execute these quickly and dexterously,
since time, number of actions and the opinion of other players determine the
final score. If e.g. a player executes a pickup action on the kitchen knife, triggers
a collision between the knife and a cucumber (c.f. Figure 2), collects the resulting
slices, causes them to fall into a bowl and initiates the final collision between
dressing and cucumbers, all subgoal constraints have been fulfilled and the main
task is completed.

Fig. 2. In-game representation of the three tasks. UI has been kept minimal to prevent
distraction, action number is counted and required time outlined on a bar with respect
to the best and average time targets. In the second screenshot segment, the cucumber
slicing task is represented, where the required cutting object is specified by taking a
serrated utility knife.

When it comes to simulating the physical properties, the same scene is popu-
lated by a robotic agent instead of a human performer, that evaluates the cutting
action between all given alternatives and comes up with a quantitative result of
the most appropriate parameters and choices.
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Providing. In the end, trajectories and action choices from the specification
layer are formulated into the standardized NEEM description to generalize and
publish the insights to the open robotic community.

5 Evaluation

In order to assess the feasibility of the approach, the overall player experience and
appraisal, as well as to generate a first data set for further analysis, we conducted
an exploratory comparative user study in a laboratory setting. Data was gathered
through game protocols, screen capture and a post-study questionnaire. The
study was split into two groups in a between-subjects design, where the VR
group was exposed to Kitchen Clash within the associated framework and the
control group had to accumulate the desired world knowledge manually by
depicting the respective tasks in written form.

Measures. In-game, we tracked movements from head and hands every second,
as well as all of the players’ actions, collision events, time measures and attained
scores (quantitative and qualitative). The control group submitted instructional
data textually. Through the questionnaire, demographics and prior experience
in VR were recorded. Using seven-point Likert scales, we asked for players’ mo-
tivation (using the Intrinsic Motivation Inventory (IMI) [7]), presence (using
the igroup Presence Questionnaire (IPQ) [15]), comprehensibility and perceived
usefulness of the game. Additionally, participants elaborated on their decision
making processes with respect to world knowledge accumulation.

Procedure. Following informed consent and a temporally unlimited tutorial
that explained the controls and interactions of the game, participants were asked
to complete three levels containing complex tasks. In the first level, they had to
set a table for two persons, deciding on the type of cutlery and tableware and
arranging these in their usual composition. Level two consisted of the formerly
explained task of turning cucumbers into a salad. Finally, they were asked to
prepare a steak by heating the hotplate, choosing a pan, filling it with oil and
cooking the steak until the desired degree of doneness was reached. The tasks
did not differ between the VR and control group. They were specifically designed
to extract world knowledge about solving underspecified information, providing
preferred or conventional items, object target constellations and actual execution
trajectories. After completing all levels, the subject was redirected to the final
questionnaire.

Participants. (n = 26) participants took part in the study. (46% male, 54%
female, aged 22-58 (M = 29.9, SD = 8.3). 72.7% stated having prior experience
in VR.
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Results. On average, subjects of the VR group spent (M1 = 150.9, SD1 =
51.7;M2 = 94.9, SD2 = 42.3;M3 = 114.9, SD3 = 34.2) seconds on the three re-
spective tasks, whereas the control group required (M1 = 244, SD1 = 108.1;M2 =
350, SD2 = 196.3;M3 = 336.3, SD3 = 181.4) seconds. Using a Welch’s t test,
we found significant or even highly significant effects for required time be-
tween the groups in all tasks (p1 < 0.05, d1 = 1.1), (p2 < 0.01, d2 = 1.8),
(p3 < 0.01, d3 = 1.7, cf. Figure 3).

Fig. 3. Time required to fulfill the
three tasks between VR (blue) and con-
trol (green).

Fig. 4. Results of IMI categories
Perceived Competence (red),
Tension/Pressure (yellow),
Effort-Importance (green) and
Interest/Enjoyment (blue) between
VR (left) and control (right).

Assessing the IMI, we found no difference for Effort-Importance or Tension-
Pressure, but highly significant effects for Perceived Competence (p < 0.01, d =
1.26) and Interest-Enjoyment (p < 0.01, d = 3.13), showing VR drastically out-
performing the control group in terms of motivation (cf. Figure 4). When asked
how descriptive the execution in VR (or in written instructions) can be with
respect to the real set of actions, 81.2% of the VR group stated that the ex-
ecution comes close to the real actions, where from the control group only
40% were convinced that real tasks can be sufficiently expressed in written
form. Participants had no trouble following the given instructions (indicated
by (M = 6.27, SD = 0.62) on a comprehensibility scale). According to the IPQ,
VR participants reported a mediocre presence (M = 4.15, SD = 0.81) for Spatial
Presence, (M = 4.3, SD = 0.42) for Involvement, (M = 3.3, SD = 0.54) for Re-
alness and (M = 5.63, SD = 1.15) for General Presence). Regarding simulation
sickness, most participants reported no discomfort at all (M = 2.1, SD = 1.73).
Most of the subjects stated that they would like to play similar games more often
(M = 5.72, SD = 1.6). Elaborating on the decision making strategy, 45.4% of
the participants stated to select the necessary objects based on the respective
task or prior experiences, where 54.6% tended to just take the first available
thing.
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For the qualitative measurements, subjects reported that VR is “capable of cap-
turing the most crucial aspects of the tasks” and “close to reality”, despite “lack-
ing haptic feedback [that] decreases grasping accuracy” and “not [being] able to
perform fine motor functions”. Participants of the control group stated that it is
“impossible to find the right level of detail”, “implicit knowledge is easily over-
looked”, “it takes way too long to describe all actions in detail” and “you cannot
really describe cooking since you don’t think at details that will come up in the
process”.

We also assessed the amount of information retrievable from the sessions in
both groups. Within VR, all executions managed to complete the tasks and
filled all occurrences of underspecified information, since these were needed to
finish the respective level. Yet, many unnecessary actions were tracked that trace
back to the novel experience of the game, accustoming to VR and the controls
and the very broad tracking scope. The amount of unnecessary information was
significantly smaller in the control group, but in most of the cases they failed to
solve the underspecification problem, even when going into detail. Above that,
the textual descriptions deviated considerably in their semantics, due to differ-
ent perceptions of the task, the projection to their individual environment or
personal preferences.

6 Discussion and Future Work

Contrasting accumulation of world knowledge manually and in a gamified ap-
proach, we have given evidence that human computation can result in signifi-
cantly higher efficiency, motivation and closeness to the actual execution. Above
that, Kitchen Clash was able to track complete sequences of actions that de-
scribe the fulfillment of tasks both symbolically (registering required operations)
as well as subsymbolically (tracking continuous trajectories and contact param-
eters). Participants enjoyed playing and competing with other players and were
interested in continuing the game. Based on these results, we have demonstrated
the opportunities and usefulness of human computation for world knowledge ag-
gregation and the feasibility of the overall framework. Yet, this study illustrated
that the current implementation suffers from over-collecting unnecessary infor-
mation and undesirable player choices (e.g. players who take the first object
available instead of making an informed decision). Regarding the first issue, we
aim to compile large sets of similar task executions using Deep Player Behavior
Models [14], offering an optimization paradigm across sessions to extract the
necessary core actions needed to fulfill the task probabilistically. When it comes
to undesirable player choices, we will evaluate a knockout system of object al-
ternatives that constrains the variety of choices of the Scene Generation module
in order to force players to overcome obstinate individual preferences and ob-
vious decisions. Furthermore, we are aiming for a narrower interaction between
the human computation and the simulation module to generate more elaborate
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level constellations in Kitchen Clash and to make use of the accumulated se-
quential action knowledge while simulating. Eventually, we are going to open up
the game to online multiplayer scenarios where players have to compete against
other human players as well as agents representing the aggregated knowledge
while learning continually.

7 Conclusion

Learning from natural language instructions is a desirable opportunity for robots,
but ends up in underspecified information, even when accessing detailed direc-
tions. Introducing MEANinGS, we present a potent framework able to break
down these instructions syntactically and semantically, before resolving missing
or underspecified information with the aid of human computation. With this ap-
proach, we have shown to outperform manual accumulation in terms of efficiency,
motivation and completeness. This work demonstrates a successful application
of a human computation serious game to facilitate research in the context of
robotic learning.
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